INTEDEX
Data Synchronisation — SAP R/3

It may be interesting to know
that if you were to sit on the
planet Neptune and look back,
the Sun itself would be the size
of the full stop at the end of this
sentence. And if the Sun was to
be drawn the size of a pea,
Neptune would be 14km off the
page. So far removed that it
would be hard to consider what
the purpose of the Sun actually
is and its integral relevance.
SAP systems are similar. They
start off with a big bang, but as
time goes on Dev and Qa orbit
further and further away from
Production until the gaps in
data are so vast that they lose
their relevance. Keeping these
supporting systems relevant

requires ever increasing
resources and effort. Effort
costing time and money.
Intedex remedies this by
revitalizing the data on
supporting systems, drawing
them back into your planetary
system—making them relevant.
Ensuring that your support
systems once again add value,
minimize risk and support the
teams that depend on them.
Intedex rebuilds systems
keeping configuration and
ABAP programs intact, system
settings unchanged as well as
User Login and Authorisation
Data.

INTEDEX copies data between SAP
systems. Only data that you need is
synchronised, allowing you to manage
your systems more effectively.
Differentiating between master data
and transaction data, IndustrySolutions and Custom Development.
Intedex can even specify a slice of data
to be refreshed. 80% of the time you
only need Master data that is rarely
larger than 20% of your data. Master
data that can be refreshed in minutes.
SPECIAL INTEREST POINTS






EASY SYSTEM REBUILD
REVIVE DEV AND QA FROM PRD
NO HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
SLICE PORTIONS OF DATA

If

you

lose

a

week

each

month

rebuilding QA and only rebuild DEV once
a

year,

then

using INTEDEX.

INTEDEX
DATA SYNCHRONISATION
REBUILD DEV AND QA WITH INTEDEX
Reveal our secret at

www.intelligens.co.za/secret
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